
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PATRONS AND PAINTERS IN THE 17TH

CENTURY

the cultural and artistic achievements of seventeenth and eighteenth century Italy, Revised and enlarged with a new
introduction, postscript, and additional.

Luke required art dealers to be members and forbade the sale of art at auctions and lotteries. And, in addition,
it opened up new areas nificantly modified in the light of new research, its overarching of investigation to
serious scholarly study, including the history narrative remains full of insights and profoundly stimulating.
Arte Veneta 18 , pp. Royal patrons at the major courts of Europe begun systematically to integrate patronage
into the bigger were keen to acquire the works of Italian painters, as were Span- picture, analysing the
parameters of the patronâ€”artist relationship ish viceroys and ambassadors, French ministers, the first wave
of and investigating the logistics of artistic production in quattro- British Grand Tourists and assorted German
prince-electors, cento and early cinquecento Florence. During his old age he was over 80 when he died he was
supported by a pittance given by a municipal almshouse, whose board of governors had been pleased by his
group portrait. While the social changes allowed artists to move from the patronage system of supporting art to
the more open ability to sell in an open market, and the economic growth gave artists the ability to make more
money and support more of their own art without the need of patrons, there was still a desire for classical
themes and style of paintings in much of Europe during this time. Their technique was highly evolved and so
they spent much longer on each painting, marketing their superiority and meticulous technique. Cropper and
C. Rembrandt's late interpretations of biblical scenes also depart strongly from tradition. While the changes
were significant, as we examine the different social, economic, and aesthetic roles of the arts during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, we find that the changes in Fine Arts and the idea of the artist as more
than creating to serve a function will not be fully recognized until the nineteenth century. Could the patron, by
social history of art. See also M. Lees-Milne: Connoisseur , p. In addition, artists themselves would often buy
and sell the work of other artists from their workshops. Rembrandt: Painter of People But the greatest painter
of the age, Rembrandt van Rijn was not confined to any one of these painting genres - his vision ranged
through many subjects, from portraits of all kinds to history painting and biblical art. The academies also
developed exhibits for the artists allowing them to show their individuality and even sell work at the exhibits
and not be held down with waiting for commissions Shiner  Records show that portraits could cost anywhere
from six to sixty gulden. That said, Rembrandt remains - essentially - a painter of people: a painter of faces,
emotions and personalities. His Night Watch of marks the shift towards his late style; in this painting he broke
with the conventions of group portraiture in subordinating some of the individual figures in the interests of a
more dramatic and unified composition. While Vermeer did not create a lot of work during this time, it was
believed that his paintings were bought to decorate homes or businesses during the time www. At the
beginning of the seventeenth century, paintings were priced according to technical skill. Art was a relatively
stable commodity in the seventeenth-century Netherlands. Apollo 78 December , pp. At the signing of the
Twelve Years' Truce in the northern states of the Netherlands became independent of Spanish rule, and
entered upon a period of rich cultural, economic and social development. Luke The Guild of St. Indeed, he
was no more than a moderately successful painter when he was alive, and when he died his work was largely
forgotten about. The French advance was checked by William III but, in spite of this success, Holland was
already declining as a world power. This decline was reflected in her artistic output and by the end of the
century the 'golden age' of Dutch painting was over. A pioneering We are grateful to the Azam Foundation for
sponsoring this article. As the Dutch introduced the art market, artists like Rembrandt and Vermeer were able
to sell their work not just through commissions but also to the public in general. Kunst und Gesellschaft im
italienischen Barock , Cologne , pp.


